Model-based projections for deriving up-to-date cancer survival estimates: an international evaluation.
Model-based projections were shown to be useful for deriving most up-to-date population-based cancer survival estimates. However, the performance of these projections, which can be derived by various approaches, has only been evaluated in very few cancer patient populations. Using incidence and follow-up data for 22 common cancers from 9 long-standing population-based cancer registries from diverse parts of Europe, we compared the performance of model-based period and cohort analysis for predicting 5-year relative survival of patients diagnosed in 1996-2000 against standard survival analysis approaches (cohort, complete and period analysis). Overall, model-based predictions provided a best estimate of the later observed actual survival in 135 of 198 occasions, compared to 25, 18 and 33 occasions for cohort, complete and period analysis, respectively. Projections based on cohort and period type modeling performed essentially equally well on average, and their performance was better for more common cancers, in registries with larger population bases, and for cancers subjected to continuous clinical progress and/or ongoing screening efforts. Projections from model-based analysis may contribute to improved timeliness of monitoring of concurrent trends in population-based cancer survival in cancer registries operating in different populations and socioeconomic environments.